Objectives

SGC
Founders

Empowering People with
Security, Stability, and Usability
First objective is to
develop a secure,
stable, and usable
asset backed hybrid
currency, thus
digitizing the
real-world assets.

About SGC

Secured Gold Coin is a gold backed
hybrid coin, introduced with an aim to empower people with security,
stability, and usability, developed on SGC Blockchain. Secured Gold
Coin cryptocurrency is a trademark of Secured Gold Coin Pty Limited,
an Australian registered company. SGC coin has been developed with
core aim to introduce users with secure, trustworthy, durable, and
easily accessible crypto currency.

Multiple Features
& Usability

SGC Online
Shop

Better
Investments

SGC
Usability

SGC PAY
Debit Card

Point
of Sale
Payments

Exchange with
crypto or ﬁat

Co Founder –
Chief Operations Oﬃcer
BBA in International Trade
(RMIT, Australia)
MBA in Professional
Accounting
(University, Melbourne,
Australia)
Certified Practicing Accountant
( CPA ) (CPA Australia)

The world is in need of a stable currency ecosystem that can overcome the present challenges and cope with the constantly advancing technologies.

SGC Blockchain
24 carat gold
backed coin
with 99.99%
purity
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Payment with
Mobile App

Founder –
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Alvia Wang

Since there advent cryptocurrencies, they have always been
unreliable in terms of pricing and volatility. Starting from Bitcoin to Ether and any other cryptocurrency, buying them is
like trying the luck out. Being extremely volatile and vulnerable to external stimuli, cryptocurrencies cannot replace the
ﬁat or banking system as they are hoped to.

SGC PAY Debit
Card Integration

60% Gold
Backed
(Initial Release)

Qazi Ahmad Mukhtar

B.Com (H), Master of Business
Accounting (Victoria University,
Melbourne Australia)

Being an easy to use and non-transparent means of payment, ﬁat has always been a favorite entity for criminals
and money launderers. Moreover, the bank processes
being centralized is vulnerable and hackable. Barclay Bank
alone was ﬁned twice for poor handling of ﬁnancial crime
risks and over whistleblowing scandal

SGC thus makes the crypto world secure, stable, and usable. The whole
process is completely transparent because of SGC blockchain, and the
users will be able to have crypto fear of a rapidly declining coin price.

Stable & Durable
Cryptocurrency

Finally, it is essential
that principals of
security, stability,
and usability are
embedded within
the concepts of SGC.

Problems

SGC coins has been linked to the real physical gold stored in the gold
bullion and housed in a secured vault under the safe-keeping of Gold
Silver Central Pty Limited in Singapore with the gold certiﬁcates being
updated at the end of every month. SGC Pty Ltd has also collaborated
with Lloyd’s of London for insurance, where it is applied to all gold bullion and covers the value of gold bullion in the event of theft, damage,
or loss starting from 100 million US Dollars.

Secured and
Certiﬁed Gold

Secondly, we aim to
supply digital assets
that incorporate
ease-of-access,
transparency, and
reliability in digital
assets that can be
used daily or held
long-term.

0.52 SGC in
2019 Decreases until
stable at
0.11SGC in 2024

SGC Payment Options
2,174,897
Blocks per year
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Platforms

SGC Wallet

No Uncle
Miner Rewards
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PoW Mining,
With improved
block time

SGC
Web Wallet

SGC Desktop
Wallets

Payment Method

SGC Mobile
Wallets

SGC Pay

SGC PAY Debit Card*
*T&C applied

SGC Users
Everyday Users

Corporate Users

Hedge Fund Users

SGC will appeal as a decentralized
and borderless mode of transactions, while maintaining an investment portfolio that steadily increases in value due to gold-backing and strong demand.

Secured Gold Coin is an ideal
option for gold acquisition on
highly attractive terms, as well as
providing the security of a Gold
Standard Cryptocurrency.

Secured Gold Coin is an attractive
option for those concerned with
inﬂation, political instability, and
economic uncertainty.

Sale Details

Sale Special Oﬀer

Join at:

sale.securedgoldcoin.com

Contact ID:

sale@securedgoldcoin.com

Private Sale Start Date:

October 04, 2019

Special Oﬀer End Date:

October 14, 2019

Private Sale Supply:

1 Million

Coin Price:

1 US Dollar

Currencies Accepted:

BTC, ETH, USD

securedgoldcoin.com
info@securedgoldcoin.com

Initial Exchanges

Global Exchanges

